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THE FUTURE oF oUR CITIES – 
 
Make them attractive and climate-proof!



Hastings 2066 – 
Footsteps into the Future 
Friday 17 June 2011 - 8.30am for 9am start, finish by 3.30pm 
The Stade Community Space, The Stade, Hastings Old Town 

Climate change is one of the key challenges facing Hastings over the next 50 
years, and will need a joined-up response from the whole community. 
How brave and braced are we in our public institutions, businesses, local 
community and voluntary organisations, and our local neighbourhoods, to 
tackle these challenges, and reap the potential benefits? 
Join us as we take those first footsteps into the future and ensure our town 
sustains a vibrant community that’s resilient and responsive to change. 

Who is this session for?  
Members of the Local Strategic Partnership, councillors and key council staff, 
community sector service providers, business leaders, arts professionals.

To find out more about this event, which is part of the Future Cities: urban 
networks to face climate change project, and to register, please contact 
Jane Dodson, Climate Change Project Officer for Hastings Borough Council: 
jdodson@hastings.gov.uk   01424 451484

•	 Consider	the	joint	impacts	of	climate	change,	
economic and demographic change, on Hastings  

•	 Assess	how	our	buildings,	businesses,	transport,	our	
health and education, and local economy, need to 
change to be fit for the future

•	 Work	out	how	to	act	now,	to	make	sure	that	these	
impacts do not affect those at risk, the most 

•	 Retain	our	sense	of	place,	and	quality	of	life	in	the	
town  

•	 Take	advantage	of	opportunities	arising	from	the	
green economy, and develop the skills we need 

•	 Support	collective	well-being,	leading	to	more	
resilience and ability to engage in enterprising 
opportunities that make sense for Hastings

•	 Take	stock	of	and	share	what	we	know;	taking	us	from	
the here and now, to scanning the horizon.

This work will not stop here, but become part of a 

town-wide commitment and response to climate 

change.
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ConTEnTS

Enjoy adaptation!

our climate is changing and adaptive action is required. 
This is not only a challenge on the scientific, political and 
public agenda but it is a great opportunity to improve the 
urban environment. In fact, adaptation can be enjoyable! In 
this brochure, the Future Cities network presents concrete 
anticipatory measures for the local and regional level and 
highlights ways to achieve them.  

More Information

To find more information about Future Cities continue page 18 
and visit www.future–cities.eu. More details on the results of the 
project are available for download in the complete report “The 
Future Cities guide – creating liveable and climate-proof cities”.
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PREFaCE

The effects of our changing climate 
will considerably affect the quality 
of life in our city regions. Repea-
ted flash flood events, heat waves 
or storms - to name just a few - 
have a strong impact on our cities.  
although it is important to do all ef-
forts for mitigation, due to science 
it is not possible any more to fully 
avoid climate change. Therefore 
we, the Future Cities partners being 

water boards, municipalities, council and planning authorities, 
have decided to proactively adapt: to take care of our densely 
populated cities.

The key role of cities in the adaptation process is recognised  
by the EU Commission within the development of the EU  
adaptation Strategy. as a major transnational project, exclusively  
dedicated to making city regions in northwest Europe fit to cope 
with the predicted climate change impacts, we believe that the 
results of Future Cities provide a useful perspective for other city 
regions and countries. 

The European funding has enabled us to implement concrete 
adaptation measures based upon the retro-fitting of existing  
infrastructures in England, The netherlands, Belgium, France and  
Germany. But we could do even more: to help foster adaptation  
the partnership has developed innovative tools such as the  
adaptation Compass. This guidance tool for developing clima-
te-proof city regions helps planners and experts at cities and 

water boards to meet their needs to consider adaptation in plan-
ning process. Subject to exchanges with European and national  
organisations in charge of adaptation, the adaptation Compass 
works in all European countries, complementing the range of 
existing tools.

“Enjoy adaptation” is the leitmotiv chosen by the partnership  
after five years of cooperation and is highlighted in this brochure.  
With this positive way of thinking, politicians and decision- 
makers are invited to consider the need to face climate change 
as an opportunity to develop future urban areas which meet  
environmental demands.

For us, the joint work with eight, fully engaged partners from five 
countries was always a great pleasure. We invite you to discover 
the many results of the Future Cities Partnership and wish you 
an inspirational read.

Dr. Jochen Stemplewski
CEo Lippeverband, Lead Partner from Future Cities
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aDaPTaTIon To CLIMaTE CHanGE  
- a GREaT oPPoRTUnITy To IMPRovE THE URBan EnvIRonMEnT 

Parking lots became green squares – the citizens of  
Nijmegen enjoy climate adaptation

In the Dutch city of nijmegen, the Korenmarkt, a former par-
king lot was turned into a multi-functional park. as a result of a 
complex participation process, the surrounding of the adjacent 
houses has become more liveable with a nice green park where 
the citizens can relax, meet and play. The children can play with 
a water artwork which also cools the square during periods of 

heat. as the stony surfaces were removed, the rainwater is now 
drained at the square and kept away from the sewer channel. 
In addition, nijmegen found a way to point to archaeological  
findings such as cellars, graves and a chapel providing evidence 
of its mediaeval history.

Green roofs and a green wall on public buildings illustrate the po-
licy of greening the city centre and show that climate adaptation 
measures contribute to an improved city development. But also 
minor measures, like wall gardens in front of more than 100 hou-
ses and mobile green with trees and shrubs in moveable boxes, 
make the city centre more liveable and attractive. The water art-
works in the city centre attract children and vividly communicate 
the city’s water policy. all these measures are part of nijmegen’s 
strategy of sustainable city development.

A parking lot becomes a gree-blue space – a present for the citizens.

adaptation concerns almost all issues related to urban infrastructure involving many services at the local level and beyond: 
spatial planning, environmental policies, building regulations, communication and economic developments. 

our message: apply climate change adaptation as an opportunity to benefit from multiple land use and reconsider the use 
of the spaces by allowing them to cover several aspects: water management, public recreation and green structures can be 
combined in cities reducing climate change impacts such as heat stress and heavy rains.
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aDaPTaTIon To CLIMaTE CHanGE  
- a GREaT oPPoRTUnITy To IMPRovE THE URBan EnvIRonMEnT 

Integral approach creates opportunities – the climate dike 
in Tiel  

Located between the rivers Waal and Linge, Tiel and espe-
cially the eastern part, has always faced river flooding and high 
groundwater levels which will be aggravated by climate change. 
an integral water scenario displays the future-proofing measures.

a long-term measure is the realisation of the “Climate Dike”, a 
broad multifunctional dam that is robust enough to guarantee 
lasting safety. It is more than just a water measure because it has 
the potential to create additional space for housing, social mee-
ting points and green areas and to serve economic functions. 

In 2011, a master plan combined the possibilities of special 
forms of housing with magnificent river views, nature deve-
lopment and recreational functions and dry feet for the district  
behind the dike. With this development, new opportunities will 
be created for an area that is at present hardly accessible and 
positioned in a remote corner of the city. With the Cool nature 
park, a decontaminated former landfill site, the first part of the 
Climate Dike was realised in the beginning of 2013. People find 
shelter from sun and heat on hot summer days in the park and 
children can play and learn about nature and climate change. 
Since Tiel East has not much public green, the park makes the 
district a lot more appealing. 

The Climate Dike 

creates additional 

space for urban 

functions.
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Incentives for a green-blue corridor in Kamen

as a result of the history of the Ruhr region (Germany), the Heerener  
Mühlbach was a canalised water body used as an open wastewater  
system conducting a mixture of wastewater and storm water in 
a straight concrete bed. Wastewater detrimented the ecosystem 
tremendously and private as well as industrial buildings located 
near the brook suffered serious damage caused by frequent flood 
events.

The Future Cities project created a green-blue corridor combining 
the effects of green structures with the water system. In order to 

work on the source of the problem, an efficient and fair process 
was necessary to implement adequate decentralized measures. a 
subsidy related to each disconnected square metre accompanied 
by communication activities convinced the owners of paved areas  
to take action. now, their storm water drains off into the new  
natural water body and local inhabitants who live on disconnected 
properties benefit from lower fees: in Kamen and all other munici-
palities belonging to the Lippe catchment, the established system 
is called the “divided fee” system. The system distinguishes bet-
ween a fee for paved area connected to the mixed sewer system 
with €/m² and a fee for wastewater with €/m3. The divided fee  
system was considered to be very interesting by the EU partnership.

GooD oPTIonS In THE FInanCIaL anD LEGaL FRaMEWoRK ExIST – 
ExPLoRE THEM! 

The experience of the Future Cities network shows that in many cases the existing financial and legal framework at the EU  
and national level offer a pre-condition to realise the goals of adaptation. nevertheless, some adjustments are sensible.

Financial framework 
-  Develop "total cost-benefit ownership" principals for adaptation measures: costs and benefits of an adaptation  
 measure are often not in the hand of one person or organisation. Therefore, the approach of taking the investment 
 costs and all long-term costs into account should be followed by all involved stakeholders. Here, collaboration is  
 essential. 
-  Good practice measures have to be spread to catalyse actions at local level: for that, appropriated financial incentives   
 are needed.

Legal framework 
-  Include uncertainties of climate change in regulations such as technical codes of good practice. 
-  apply the existing framework of public procurement in a creative manner: use appropriate pre-set criteria to get a  
 sustainable offer, e.g. it is not only the cheapest offer that wins but the one that is future-proof.
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GooD oPTIonS In THE FInanCIaL anD LEGaL FRaMEWoRK ExIST – 
ExPLoRE THEM! 

Win-win: eco-retrofit to build capacity in Hastings

Hastings is a vibrant, coastal town in South East England with 
a rich history and a strong sense of community among its  
population of around 90,000 people. The majority of the town’s 
homes and offices are historic, so do not conform to current  
environmental standards. Together, Hastings Council and  
Hastings Trust, made the conversion of a historic building into 
four eco-friendly apartments into a showcase for retrofit of older 
properties. 

The eco-retrofit project put in adaptation measures such as in-
sulation as well as sun pipes to bring down the carbon footprint 
of the building, making the homes cheaper and more efficient  
to heat and light. a group of trainees worked on the project, 
some long-term unemployed, who now have new skills to enable  
them to work in this industry. a technical training manual and 
video shows how to renovate a victorian terraced property in an 
eco-friendly way focusing on installation skills for adaptation and 
mitigation measures. 

A heating network exploring possibilities in Rouen

at the site of Luciline, geothermal energy will cover the needs 
for heating and hot water in winter and cold water in summer. 
The heat network is supplied by the geothermal sources located 
near the site: shallow groundwater, permanently renewed by the 
water from the river Seine, as well as by spring waters and rain-
water. The site offers the possibility to discharge the water used 
as geothermal source into the surface water network. This public 
blue and energy network is combined with green structures. In 
total, it contributes to the preservation of urban biodiversity.

The municipality of Rouen makes use of the French law of 
2012 according to which the connection to the heating network 
can be made compulsory for property owners. This allows the  
service provider selected by the city to implement the system 
and take over its maintenance so that a stable structure of the 
heating costs can be offered to the final users.

Adventageous: The heating network is close to the Seine.

Left: Cambridge Gardens in Hastings – renovated state-of-the-art 

sustainability standards

Heating network   Drilling  
into the  

groundwater

Boiler room
Heat pump

Auxiliary (or extra) boiler

Discharge into  
the Seine River
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TaRGETED CoMMUnICaTIon – a KEy To REaLISaTIon 

The city climate of Arnhem has to be protected

The Dutch city of arnhem aims at ensuring its good quality of 
life and wishes to remain an attractive city for all those who live, 
work, shop or recreate here, now and in future. For the benefit of 
the city climate, all relevant stakeholders in the city like housing 
corporations, enterprises, health care institutions, residents and 
the municipality itself, have to assume responsibility and take 
adaptive measures.

Instead of focusing on the negative consequences of up-heating 
and the need to take action, arnhem went for the opposite ap-
proach as the current city climate is relatively good compared to 
other Dutch cities. Investigations about the city climate, such as 
temperature measurement by climate bike and infrared pictures 
out of an airplane, were used to make residents curious of the 
next steps and the local and regional media reported constantly 
about this. 

This approach worked among residents and decision-makers. 
In october 2012 an inquiry among the visitors of the arnhem 
Future City Festival revealed that most of them knew about the 
city climate investigations. The city council decided on an extra 
budget for trees and green space to reduce the heat stress in 
some parts of the city.

Communication and participation are prerequisites for the successful implementation of adaptation measures. The major 
aims are to raise the awareness of risks, to raise the acceptance and to foster the adaptation options as well as to change the 
behaviour. Therefore, it is necessary to communicate in many ways: to keep on raising the public awareness of adaptation to 
climate change; to keep on raising the political awareness in order to put the topic on the working agenda within the organi-
sations. Moreover, local governments and organisations should be encouraged to assess their vulnerability to climate change 
in order to enhance their understanding of this challenge on the local level. 

A positive message helps: “Adaptation is enjoyable” 
adaptation is not only necessary, it is also enjoyable. It is an excellent way to enhance the quality of life, to create attractive 
public spaces, to benefit from a better local climate and from a richer biodiversity within a greener environment.

Eye-catching investigations 

help to raise awareness.
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TaRGETED CoMMUnICaTIon – a KEy To REaLISaTIon 

The “Green Heart” of Nijmegen

The climate campaign “our Green Heart” was originally desig-
ned to raise the public awareness of sustainable energy and to 
make the citizens support the goal of the municipality to convert 
nijmegen into an energy-neutral city by 2045. Since its start in 
2010, many activities have been organised involving colourful 
messages by a bright nijmegen personality, nijmegen’s annie. 
as a follow-up on these activities, a local Climate Shop started to 
offer information on mitigation and adaptation measures. advice 
is given on sustainable products and local suppliers, but also 
on available subsidies. The shop arranged a number of markets 
focusing on topics such as green roofs, insulation and energy 
saving measures as well as disconnection possibilities.

Get prepared for climate change – involving the staff of 
Emschergenossenschaft

The German water board Emschergenossenschaft, in charge of one 
of the most densely populated regions throughout Europe, establis-
hed a “Guideline Climate Change” for its own activities as a basis for 
its long-term no-regret strategy. as the water board acknowledges 
its responsibility for the inhabitants of the Emscher catchment, it 
deals with climate change and investigates in how far the catchment 
area and its activities might be affected by climate impacts. Decis-
ions on the mitigation and adaptation measures are taken, e.g. the 
impact of climate change is compensated by disconnecting paved 
areas and decentralising retention and infiltration of rainwater so that 
the natural water cycle is strengthened.

Informing staff members of the Emschergenossenschaft: What can you 

do within your daily work to deal with climate change?

Nijmegen’s Annie delivering a colourful message with a green deer. The 

campaign's original Dutch name is "Ons groene hert". "Hert" means "hart" 

as well as "deer". Therefore, Nijmegen chose a green deer as a mascot. 
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The water game features the circumstances of Tiel East.

TaRGETED CoMMUnICaTIon – a KEy To REaLISaTIon 

The water game - switching roles to create understanding 
in Tiel East

The water game is an interactive computer game that simulates  
the local water problems and the consequences of possible 
measures. Four organisations, the water board, the municipality,  
project developers and housing associations, have to work  
together to solve current and to prevent future water problems. 
Tiel East is one of the pilot locations in the water game but other 
places in different situations can be chosen as well.

The aim was to create insight in each other’s interests and the 
awareness that water problems can only be solved by an integral 
approach and in close cooperation. The water game is based on 
facts and figures derived from the real situation in Tiel East and 
projections on the effects of new developments. The opinions of 
the concerned stakeholders and inhabitants of course influence 
the way the game is played.

When the game was played in Tiel every participant had to play 
a role different from his or her real one. This was a striking way 

to gain more insight in each other’s interests and to experience 
the benefits of cooperation. The water game proved to be a very 
useful instrument to create awareness. It played an important 
part in the development of the integral water scenario of Tiel 
East.
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SEIzE THE oPPoRTUnITIES oF InTERnaTIonaL ExCHanGE 

The role of green roofs in France and the Netherlands

administration staff from Rouen Seine aménagement, arnhem 
and nijmegen exchanged their knowledge and experience re-
garding green roofs and biodiversity. at the hosting municipality,  
nijmegen, examples of green roofs could be visited in different 
stages of development and the monitoring results were dis-
cussed. Besides the practical aspects, the twinning especially 
focused on the implementation of green roofs on public and 
private buildings and on their early integration in concrete real 
estate projects. Furthermore, the improved quality of housing, 
urban landscape and life in general is a social aspect, which  
often holds a commercial interest for the developers.

Successful transfer of ideas and equipment

What conclusions for spatial planning and urban developments 
should be drawn from the knowledge about the city climate in  
arnhem? Input given by climate experts from the city of Rotterdam,  
the Regional Health Service and Dutch and German universities 
and the practical experiences of six Future Cities project partners  
was combined. as a consequence, the city of arnhem was  
advised to translate the Heat Map into a Heat attention Map. The 

workshop, which brought together climate experts, health services  
and spatial planners, allowed for views from different angles 
and interests. It also introduced a tool called “Map Table”. The 
Map Table was considered to be very useful as a consultation,  
planning and communication tool. It inspired the English partner 
Hastings to have this design tool shipped across the channel in 
order to inform the climate change adaptation plan in Hastings 
and to demonstrate it to planners, developers, policy makers 
and residents of Hastings and the wider South East of England.  
Following a successful demonstration in the UK, Hastings  
has purchased its own Table and will use it for scenario planning,  
consultation  
work and 
energy  
projects.

Participants of a twinning discuss options for Arnhem.

The Future Cities twinning approach proved to be an excellent instrument to exchange information and opinions between 
different European partners. as there are always different ways to deal with problems, twinning allows to cope with problems 
beyond the standard way.

organisations such as municipalities, water boards and planning institutions endorsing responsibilities with regard to climate 
change should be technically and financially encouraged to network. Their capacity to exchange and spread knowledge and 
experiences within their own organisations and also externally needs to be enhanced.
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THE RIGHT STRaTEGy – BoTToM-UP MEETS ToP-DoWn 

Regional guideline for sustainable housing projects:  
a bottom-up approach

The West-vlaamse Intercommunale (Belgium) developed a  
sustainable new district, the residential quarter “de vloei”, in 
English “the Flow”, in the city of Ieper. an ambition note defi-
ned the goals of the project. The document was generated in  
cooperation with the local partners, the city of Ieper, a social and 
a private housing company and they agreed to execute what 
had been stipulated. The Department of Environment, nature 
and Energy of the Flemish Government and the province of West 
Flanders provided support. The ambition note is based on an 
integrated approach of sustainability according to the four p’s: 

Defining the goals in Ieper

people, planet, prosperity and process. The positive experience 
with De vloei became the basis of a regional guideline. It is an 
instrument that introduces sustainability to municipalities and  
focuses on the implementation of the concept in a housing project.  
at the municipal level, it aims not only at the development of 
housing projects but also at involving politicians, municipalities 
and citizens thanks to the awareness raising measures. 

Forming a chain: national, regional and town-wide  
adaptation strategy

at the regional level, the South East England Climate Change  
vulnerability Study was developed within the Future Cities project  
directly informing the national UK Climate Change Risk assess-
ment published in 2012. It details the projected impacts of climate 
change and provides an evidence base and framework for local 
policy making, and shows the importance and linkages between 
regional and national policy. This evidence in turn informed the 
Hastings and St Leonards town-wide climate change strategy. 
The basic approach was to develop a town-wide climate change 
adaptation strategy with a range of local partners, including  
residents, businesses, the community sector and public agencies.  
a number of workshops were held to gather information and 
project work from all the partners. It lists among other things a 
community gardening project, the adaptation strategies of the 
local fire and police services and energy measures taken by a 
local housing association.

It is necessary to trigger and combine the top-down and bottom-up approach: an overall climate strategy and appropria-
te policies are required at the EU, national, regional and municipal level to implement concrete and coherent projects. of 
course, it is inevitable that everybody has to make his or her individual contribution.
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THE RIGHT PLannInG PRoCESS  
- THInK anD aCT aCRoSS aLL SECToRS

De Vloei, Ieper – an integrated process to deliver a  
sustainable housing quarter 

The development of the quarter De vloei integrated sustainabi-
lity form the beginning on. Energy, water, viability, use of space,  
materials, mobility, economy and other aspects were considered.  
at the regional planning association, West vlaamse Intercommu-
nale, all departments worked together and cooperated also with 
the city of Ieper. 

In the first phase, the ambitions within the project were  
determined and agreed on. Second, a master plan had to be  
developed to translate these ambitions in spatial planning 
outputs. The visual quality plan resulted from the master plan 
whereas the energy and water study provided more detailed  
information. after these steps, the master plan could start to be 
converted into concrete implementation plans. 

In parallel to the process, the awareness of sustainability among 
the local stakeholders and inhabitants was raised. Due to open 
and clear communication and consultation it was possible to  
develop support and trust between the partners and within each 
organisation.

Choice of measures in an industrial park in Bottrop

The Emschergenossenschaft and the municipality of Bottrop  
agreed on a cooperation to restructure the industrial park 
“Scharnhölzstraße” combining water, green and energy measures 
to make it climate proof. at this old business site, heavy rains tend 
to cause problems as well as overheating during dry periods.  
The feasibility study showed that decentralized measures on  
private properties like rainwater infiltration and rainwater use, 
solar power usage combined with public green-zone enrichment 
meant the best approach in terms of economic and technical 
efficiency. a flexible public-private cooperation will allow to  
implement the measures on private grounds.

It is necessary to strongly coordinate sectoral plans and to consider climate adaptation as an improvement for city deve-
lopment. This should be realised at an early stage of spatial planning so that adaptation measures are not just added at the 
end. acting across all sectors also means to always keep mitigation of greenhouse gases in mind. It is necessary to involve 
specialised organisational capacities with multidisciplinary teams from the beginning on. In the long term, sustainability will 
thus be incorporated as a standard process. 
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THE RIGHT PLannInG PRoCESS  
- THInK anD aCT aCRoSS aLL SECToRS

Wastewater treatment in Bottrop – mass and energy flows are optimised.The river Luciline will be uncovered as a results of the involvement of 

the stakeholders.

Sustainability is manifold – the Luciline district in Rouen

The Luciline district is part of Rouen’s most ambitious and largest 
reconstruction projects to be accomplished by 2020. Wasteland 
left by its industrial past and port activities is being reclaimed to 
create a new eco-district just one kilometre from the historic centre.  
all aspects of transport, energy and the living environment  
have been carefully reviewed according to the environmental plan-
ning approach developed by the French Environment and Energy 
Management agency. From the initial surveying phase on, a specialist 
environmental consultant has been part of the planning team. 

The developing agency Rouen Seine aménagement works with 
a team of designers with complementary skills who design and 
follow up the realisation of public spaces and also define the 
main guidelines for the buildings realised by private developers. 
as a result of the communication process with the public, the 
city added additional environmental aspects, such as uncovering  
the Luciline which has flowed underground since the first part of 
the 20th century. 

Emschergenossenschaft saves energy in wastewater 
treatment plant 

Municipal wastewater treatment plants in cities consume an 
average of 15% of the energy demand of public infrastructure. 
Therefore, the Emschergenossenschaft works hard to reduce 
its energy demand. a multidisciplinary team analyses mass and 
energy flows at wastewater treatment plants and aims at making 
the plant in Bottrop self-sufficient in terms of energy.

The coal used for the sewage sludge treatment was partly  
substituted by shredder fibres from scrapped cars. In the medium 
term, a new solar and waste-heat dryer system will avoid the 
use of coal completely. as a consequence, 32,000 tons of Co2 

emissions per year will be saved, which is the equivalent of the 
average emissions of 30,000 persons in Germany. In addition,  
the micro energy generation is enhanced. The heat from the  
incineration plant will be converted into electricity by a new  
turbine. Furthermore wind power was assessed to be feasible 
as renewable energy source although the area of the wastewater 
treatment plant is densely populated.
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STaRT noW! 

No-regret measures – the example of Heerener Mühlbach

The enhancement of a water body brings lots of benefits 
for people, for the eco-system, for flood resilience. also, it is 
an opportunity to make the residents aware of their chan-
ce to act individually in favour of climate change adaptati-
on. In view of the uncertainties of climate change, the decis-
ion was made to apply no-regret measures in Kamen. The 
ecological improvement of the Heerener Mühlenbach brook 
in combination with the disconnection of storm water of the  
nearby paved areas is ready to make a significant contribution to  
weakening the potential impacts of climate change. In case of 
more intense and frequent heavy rainfall, it reduces the flood 
risks since the water run-off is slowed down by means of  

meandering and infiltration through the natural sole and banks. 
also, the ecological improvement and the sustainable use of 
storm water can reduce the floods because the sewer system 
does no longer have to cope with the same amount of storm water. 
With rising temperatures in summer, the water bodies tend to 
dry out. Due to the use of rain water for the open water body the 
water cycle remains sound even in dry periods and evaporation 
creates a better micro-climate. So the ecological functions of the 
water system are strengthened. While combining water manage-
ment measures with green corridors in the cities, the climate in 
the urban surrounding area is enhanced.

If the effects of climate change do not come true as expected, 
these measures will still allow for a number of benefits. Local 
inhabitants enjoy better living conditions with the recreatio-
nal purposes the river now offers. The process of getting the  
inhabitants involved in the storm water disconnection within 
the green-blue corridor is also a great opportunity to raise their  
general awareness of the water cycle and own responsibility for 
sustainable development. For the water board Lippeverband, 
such a no-regret measure is also a way to attain the EU Water 
Framework Directive, to reach better flood resilience and to al-
low for a more cost-effective water treatment. at the level of the 
municipality, the city has become more attractive due to the eco-
logical innovations and the discussion on creating water bodies 
in existing or new urban developments has been set off.
.

No-regret – fulfilling multiple aims

Don’t wait until all answers are clear – they never will be! 
Most anticipatory options are not only beneficial for climate change adaptation but also for other sectors such as economic 
growth. Even if climate change impacts do not occur as expected, the measures will still be beneficial and cost-effective. Such 
adaptation options are called no-regret measures.
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Check
Vulnerability

Determine the Need for Action
and Select Measures

    Appraise
  Risks and
Opport unitiesUnderstand

Climate Change
Effects

Review Input
Data &

Monitor Actions

FRoM BEInG vULnERaBLE To TaKInG aCTIon –  
FoLLoW THE FUTURE CITIES aDaPTaTIon CoMPaSS 

Based on their experience, the Future cities partners developed 
a practical tool to check the vulnerability and adaptation options 
across sectors. In a city, almost all departments face the impacts 
of climate change. They have to adapt their policy and practice. 
Measures taken by one department might also meet the adaptation  
needs of another. on the other hand, adaptation activities of 
one department may conflict with the adaptation aim of another  
urban structure. This situation is the starting point of the adaptation 
Compass: it is a guide to interlink different stakes. 

The Future Cities adaptation Compass supports planners,  
climate change policy officers, technical staff and experts at  
cities and water boards to structure their adaptation work. It  
gives examples for good practice, presents the experience of the 
Future Cities partners and highlights possible obstacles.

The main features are:
•	 Applying	a	pre-structured	assessment	and	documentation		 	
 layout, the Compass allows the user to plan the different  
 stages in order to create climate proof cities. 
•	 The	Adaptation	Compass	can	be	applied	to	a	region,	a	city	or	 
 a project area providing best results for a city or a city quarter.  
•	 The	tool	provides	general	information	and	automated	answers.	 
 It also gives the user the opportunity to submit local information.

The focus is on guiding through the process from a vulnerability 
assessment to adaptation options and their selection. The tool is 
available in English and German language.

A closer look: module Explore Adaptation Options

a database of adaptation options as well as of combinations 
of different options is given and evaluated: What types of  
adaptation measures exist for the urban scale? Which  
combinations are possible and efficient? General information 
is provided for each type of measure, e.g. the category “green 
structures” is split up in the types “green roofs“, “green walls” 
and “green open spaces”. Fact sheets inform about the Future 
Cities measures. They document the technical description and 
practical experience of Future Cities pilot projects. For example  
the synergies and conflicts encountered because of other  
adaptation and mitigation measures are named.

Determine the current vul-
nerability of a city region 
or parts of a city with the 
vULnERaBILITy CHECK. 

The module UnDER-
STanD CLIMaTE CHanGE 
EFFECTS assists in getting 
the relevant information 
and helps to cope with 
uncertainties.

For the aSSESSMEnT oF 
RISKS anD oPPoRTUnI-
TIES a method is proposed 
that uses the results of the 
vulnerability check and the 
projected climate change 
trends.
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Explore
Adaptation

Options

Determine the Need for Action
and Select Measures

    Appraise
  Risks and
Opport unities

FRoM BEInG vULnERaBLE To TaKInG aCTIon –  
FoLLoW THE FUTURE CITIES aDaPTaTIon CoMPaSS 

Discuss, interlink, integrate 

Using the tool, the Future Cities partner organisations conside-
red it extremely convenient for discussions with colleagues from 
other departments. Different approaches could be detected, e.g. 
concerning the indicators to weigh the impacts. The discussion 
improved the development of mutual understanding within the or-
ganisations.

In order to take full advantage of the adaptation Compass it 
should not be considered to be a single tool but as an instrument 
to provide links between the working methods used in different 
departments. as an example, the structuring of the process can 
be combined with a visualisation-tool like the Heat attention Map 
to develop the best adaptation strategies.

Heat Attention Map to manage projects in Arnhem

In urban areas, reflecting surfaces and a lack of vegetation cause 
an unbalance in the energy input and output as cities become sig-
nificantly warmer than their surrounding rural area: this phenome-
non is called the urban heat island effect which will be aggravated 
by climate change. arnhem investigated the current climate of the 
city concluding that urban heat islands exist: the city centre and 
a major industrial area, as laid down in the so-called “Heat Map”. 
To define the actions required, the Heat Map was translated into a 
“Heat attention Map”. This map distinguishes between four types 

of areas which require different measures. The Heat Map and the 
Heat attention Map triggered city planners and project developers 
and made them aware of the item and the possibilities to make 
their projects climate resilient and more attractive.

The issue of climate adaptation was incorporated in the new 
structure plan of the city and has thus received an official and le-
gal status. arnhem is the first city in the netherlands which did this 
and is ready to face the consequences of climate change while 
remaining a city worth living in. The experience and results of the 
Future Cities project have paved the way for several Dutch climate 
adaptation programs.

Heat Attention Map of Arnhem: In the red areas further heating-up should 

urgently be prevented and efforts should be made to improve the current 

situation; blue areas should be kept open and protected. Building is either 

prohibited or restricted here.

The module ExPLoRE aD-
aPTaTIon explores the  
various adaptation options: 
especially the combination 
of different measures based 
on the practical experiences 
of the Future Cities partnership. 

Last but not least, the nEED 
FoR aCTIon can be determi-
ned. The core problems and 
problem areas can be identi-
fied and suitable adaptation 
measures can be found.
 
The user can save the re-
sults, REvIEW input data 
later and update, if required. 
Examples for MonIToRInG 
the results of the measures 
are also provided.
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aBoUT FUTURE CITIES 

The urban heat island effect in summer or particularly wet win-
ters with increased flood risk are phenomena which have a tre-
mendous impact on urban and regional living conditions. This 
is where the impacts are felt and the adaptation measures have 
to be implemented “on the ground”. Rising temperatures and 
weather extremes like floods and storms can be detrimental for 
the quality of life in our towns and cities – challenges we have to 
face. our urban city regions must be prepared to cope with the 
effects of climate change as city structures and the urban living 
environment are especially vulnerable.

“Future Cities – urban networks to face climate change” - a pro-
ject in the framework of the InTERREG Iv B nWE programme, 
led by the German water board Lippeverband: the project aims 
at making city regions in north-West Europe fit to cope with 
climate change impacts. The Future Cities strategy combines 
selected strategic key components of the urban environment – 
green structures, water systems and increasing energy efficiency 
– for a proactive transformation of urban structures. as public 
bodies are frequently responsible for urban water management 
and green structures in cities, they also have the possibility to 
design and implement adaptation measures within the existing 
urban infrastructure.

Since the beginning of the project in 2008, the project partners 
have developed and implemented:
•	 Common	evaluation	methods	for	climate	proof	city	regions	–	 
 the “Future Cities adaptation Compass”
•	 Action	plans	to	enable	the	participating	regions	to	adapt	their	 
 strategies in a concrete manner
•	 Combined	measures:	selected	construction	solutions	in	pilot		
 projects
•	 Targeted	 awareness	 raising	 methods	 and	 campaigns	 with	 
 decision-makers and disseminators.

Future Cities is part of the Strategic 
Initiative Cluster of north-West Eu-
rope SIC adapt!: “adaptation to the 
spatial impacts of climate change” 
which makes available the experi-
ence of eight projects including over 
90 partner organisations.

The Future Cities partnership includes water boards, urban administrations, planning associations and project developers in 
north-West Europe. The geographical scope of the partnership covers densely populated areas in river catchments or  
directly at the coast.

The Future Cities partners are: Lippeverband/DE (Lead Partner), City of arnhem/nL, Emschergenossenschaft/DE City of 
Bottrop/DE, Hastings Borough Council/UK, South East England Partnership Board/UK (formerly), Sea Space (Hastings and 
Bexhill Renaissance)/UK (formerly), City of nijmegen/nL, Rouen Seine aménagement/FR, City of Rouen/FR, City of Tiel/nL 
and West-vlaamse Intercommunale/ BE. 
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Chantal Lass
Phone: +44 (0)142 445 1483
Fax: +44 (0)142 445 1515
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www2.nijmegen.nl
Ton verhoeven
Phone: +31 (0)24 329 2785
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E-mail: t.verhoeven@nijmegen.nl
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in cooperation with  
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France
www.rouen.fr
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